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Question: 222
A legacy PATA disk is used to boot the system. You recently added an internal DVD drive to the computer, and now
the system will no longer boot.
What is the most likely cause?
A . The hard drive became corrupt when the DVD drive was installed.
B . The DVD drive is not detected by the computer and needs to be enabled first in the BIOS and then in Linux prior
to installation.
C . The hot swap option has not been enabled in the BIO
E . The BIOS has identified the DVD drive as the first disk, and therefore the system can no longer find the Linux
partition(s).

Answer: D

Question: 223
Which of these will display all current system processes?
A . ps -h
B . ps -e
C . ps aux
D . ps

Answer: BC

Question: 224
You have been troubleshooting a system issue that may be related to the driver in use for a PCI device in the system.
Which command and option will display the PCI devices and the drivers being used for those devices?
A . lspci -k
B . lsusb -v
C . ls -pci
D . showpci

Answer: A

Question: 225
Which option to the dumpe2fs command can be used to display blocks that are reserved because of being marked as
bad?
A . -v
B . -b
C . -m
D . -f

Answer: B

Question: 226
Which of the following commands enables the sticky bit for a user on a file called homescript.sh?
A . chown u+sticky homescript.sh
B . chmod 755 homescript.sh
C . chmod u+s homescript.sh
D . chmod +sticky homescript.sh

Answer: C

Question: 227
When using rpm –verify to check files created during the installation of RPM packages, which of the following
information is taken into consideration? (Choose THREE correct answers.)
A . Inodes
B . MD5 checksums
C . GnuPG signatures
D . Timestamps
E . File sizes

Answer: BDE

Question: 228
You’ve just installed Linux on a new computer with a single SATA hard disk.
What device identifier will refer to the disk?
A . /dev/mapper/disk1
B . /dev/sda
C . /dev/sda or /dev/hda
D . C:
E . /dev/hda

Answer: C

Question: 229
What option is used to change the number of lines of output for the head and tail commands?
A . -f
B . -l
C . -g
D . -n

Answer: D

Question: 230
As root, you type apt-get update on a Debian system.
What should be the effect of this command?
A . The APT utilities update themselves, ensuring that you’re using the latest version of AP
C . The APT utilities download all available upgrades for your installed programs and install them on your system.
D . The APT utilities deliver information about the latest updates you’ve made to the APT Internet repositories,
enabling you to share your changes with others.
E . The APT utilities retrieve information about the latest packages available so that you may install them with
subsequent apt-get commands.
F . None: update is an invalid option to apt-get.

Answer: D

Question: 231
Your company has decided to make a major revision of their API in order to create better experiences for their
developers. They need to keep the old version of the API available and deployable, while allowing new customers and
testers to try out the new API. They want to keep the same SSL and DNS records in place to serve both APIs.
What should they do?
A . Configure a new load balancer for the new version of the API
B . Reconfigure old clients to use a new endpoint for the new API
C . Have the old API forward traffic to the new API based on the path
D . Use separate backend pools for each API path behind the load balancer

Answer: D

Question: 232
What is the prefix used to denote a Debian source repository in /etc/apt/sources.list?
A . source
B . deb-src
C . deb
D . debsrc

Answer: B
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